34	MACHINE  DESIGN.
0 being located tentatively, it is necessary to find the corresponding lengths of crank a and connecting-rod b.    When the crank-pin center is at I>, AO*=*b -a; when it is at C, BO=b -fa.    4O and JBO are measurable values of length whose difference = 2a • hence a and b may be found,  the crank circle may be drawn and, the velocity diagrams may be   constructed as in Fig.   i~; remembering that the distance cut off upon a vertical through O, by the line of the connecting-rod, is the vector of the VI of the slider for the corresponding position when the VI of the crank-pin center is represented by the crank radius.
It is required to make the maximum velocity of the forward stroke of the slider « 20  feet per minute, and to find the corresponding number of revolutions per minute of the crank.    The maximum   linear   velocity   vector   of   the   forward   stroke = trie maximum  height  of  the  upper  part  of the  velocity diagram; cull it K/i-    Call the linear velocity vector of the crank-pin center V/->^ crunk   radius.    Let    a?=lincar   velocity of   the  crank-pin
center.   Then
Vl\     20 ft. per jninute
' ................ ~
20 ft. per minute X Vl%
or	x^"' ..... • ............ ~v^	"
x is therefore expressed in known terms. If now x, the space the crank-pin center is required to move through per minute, be divided by the space moved through per revolution, the result will equal the number of revolutions per minute =N;
x
•XT to_   _ _______     .. _ . — — - ^
~27rX length of crank"
29. Lever-crank Quick Return —Fig. 23 shows a compound mechanism. The link d is the supporting frame or fixed link, and a rotates about ad in the direction indicated, communicating

